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2019 

NATURE RESERVE OF THE ZINGARO 

TOUR PALERMO / CATANIA 

 
BOOKABLE 

FROM 4th APRIL TO 28th SEPTEMBER 
 FOR PRE-FORMED GROUPS BOOKABLE IN EACH DATE ON RE-

QUEST WITH BUS AND GUIDE IN EXCLUSIVE  

8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS 
- GUIDED TOUR    
- MULTILANGUAGE GUDE 
- GARANTEED DEPARTURES 
- OVERNIGHT STAYS IN COUNTRY HOTEL, 
   OR AGRITURISMO  
- ACCOMMODATION IN DOUBLE ROOM  
- HALF BOARD  

Program: 
 
First day: Palermo – Valderice 
Arrival in  Palermo. Welcome by our staff and transfer to your accommodation near Trapani. Before the dinner was 
served you a welcome cocktail and our tour guide will show you the entire tour.  
 
Second day: Zingaro Park - Erice – Trapani 
After breakfast, you will be drove to Scopello at the south entrance of Zingaro, the first natural reserve in Sicily. You 
will do an excursion by feet across the paths of the reserve. Time on your own to have lunch at the best known San 
Vito Lo Capo, the cous-cous town with its beaches alabester coloured. In the afternoon, you will proceed on Monte 
San Giuliano a 750 meters above the sea level.  You will visit Erice, the beautiful medieval town with breathtaking 
views of the west coast, up to reach with your look also the Egadi Islands. During the visit, you will take a break at 
one of the traditional bakery where you will taste and enjoy the typical local pastries: the Ericini, almond biscuits, A 
stroll at the amazing city of Trapani will end this intense day. Dinner and overnight stay at your agriturismo.   
 
Third day: Palermo – Monreale 
After breakfast, departure for Monreale. Here you will have a guided visit of the Dome with its golden mosaics and 
the Cloister. Then, you will be conducted at the historical city center of Palermo. An unusual cultural mix makes this 
city one of the most important of the Europe. Guided vist of the Palatine Chapel, the Norman Palace and the magnifi-
cent Cathedral. Here will begin a stroll through one of the historical market of Palermo: la Vucciria, mercato del Capo 
o Ballarò, that one was defined “capital of street food” by the magazine “Forbes” and among the five most popular 
markets known in the World. 
You should absolutely taste our pane e panelle (a sandwich with fried slices of chickpeas meal), arancini (riceballs 
with ragout sauce) sfinciuni (a sort of pizza ) pani cu a meuza (sandwich with spleen) and other many specialties. 
Before to proceed with our tour to the next step, you will do a sightseeing tour across the main city of Sicily, it gives 
many records about Sicily history. The day continues reaching Cammarata, one of the most popular leisure area of 
Agrigento. It is located on a sloping hillside between 600 and 950 meters. Here is located your agriturismo  



 
Fourth day: Corleone and Sicani Mountains 
After breakfast, passing through the small village of Lercara Friddi (birthplace of Frank Sinatra’s father) you will 
reach Palazzo Adriano, (where the famous movie “Cinema Paradiso” was filmed). The next step will be Ficuzza 
wood with the visit of the hunting estate of the Bourbon King Ferdinad III of Sicily. You will go through Corleone with 
a short visit of this village, that was of inspiration for the famous crimi-novel of Mario Puzo “The Godfather”; known in 
every angle of the world thanks to the movie of Francis Ford Coppola. Then, you go in the deep of the Sicani Moun-
tains where you will visit Saint Rosalia hermitage in Santo Stefano Quisquina, there will be a guided visit inside the 
hermitage and its little church, the monks’ cells, the crypt and the cave where the Holy virgin lived for many years.
(Saint Rosalia is the patron of Palermo). In the late afternoon you will reach Cammarata, at the heart of Sicani moun-
tains and one of the main town of the Via dei Formaggi, a very famous area for quality and athenticity of its cheese 
and also for high-quality meats. At your agriturismo you will enjoy a tipical dinner with sicilian specialties, in particular 
of the area where is your accommodation. Overnight stay.  
 
Fifth day: Agrigento and Piazza Armerina 
The day begins with the visit of Valley of Temples in Agrigento ( World heritage site). Pindar defined it as “the most 
beautiful city of the mortals”. Here you will admire the Juno temple, temple of Concordia, Zeus Temple, Castor and 
Pollux temple and Hercules temple. The tour proceed with the visit of Kolymbetra gardens, a real gem for nature lo-
vers. Free time to have lunch on your own. Departure in the afternoon to Piazza Armerina, to visit “Villa Romana del 
Casale” (World heritage site), an historical record with enourmous value of the everyday life of roman period. It con-
sists in 40 rooms and each floor is covered by well preserved mosaics covering an area of 3.000 square meters. 
Dinner and overnight stay near Piazza Armerina.  
 
Sixth day: Caltagirone - Noto – Siracusa 
Departure to Caltagirone, a town famous for the production of ceramics. This activity was developed over the centu-
ries from the time of the ancient Greeks. Maybe there will be the possibility to visit the numerous artisanal work-
shops. The tour proceed with visit of the monumental staircase of Santa Maria del Monte, regarded as the city sym-
bol. Next city to visit will be Noto, it is considered with other 7 cities of the Valley of Noto, the center of the sicilian 
Baroque ( world heritage site) after the distruction of the erathquake of 1693. Lunch on your own. At the early after-
noon the day continues to see another emblematic town of Sicily: Syracuse. Visit of archeological area with the Lato-
mie del Paradiso, Dionysius’s ear, the greek theatre. Next step is Ortygia island, historical city center of Syracuse, 
with the Apollo Temple and the amazing Dome which houses within it the Greek Temple of Athena. You will end this 
stroll at the Aretusa spring. Dinner and overnight stay near Etna-Catania. 
 
Seventh day: Etna – Taormina (optional day)  
After breakfast, you can decide between a free day or to leave for an excursion on one of the highest volcano of Eu-
rope: Mount Etna. Across lemon and orange groves with unparalleled panoramic views you will reach the Silvestri 
craters at approx 2.000 meters of altitude. Here you ahve the possibility to start an optional excursion to get the top 
craters. (cost of €60,00). Free time to have lunch on your own on Etna, or to do some tasting of honey of Etna. In the 
afternonn visit of the ancient theatre of Taormina, famos town for its amazing landscape. Free time to shopping or 
simple waling. Back at your agriturismo, dinner and overnight stay.  
 
Eigth day:  
After breakfast, transfer to airport or possibility of extensions. 

1 DAY  arrival and 

transfer  in hotel 

2 DAY  

Parco dello zingaro 

3 DAY 

Palermo and Monreale 

4 DAY Park and  area of Sica-

ni mountains 

5 DAY 

Agrigento and Piazza Armerina 

7 DAY 

Etna—Taormina 

8 DAY Departure 

“arrivederci” Sicilia 

6 DAY 

Caltagirone, Noto, Siracusa  



RATE PER PERSON IN DOUBLE ROOM  

€ 778.00 
ADDITIONAL PRICE IN SINGLE ROOM € 175.00 

REDUCTION  3° BED  FOR ADULTS € 70.00 
KIDS DISCOUNT (2 \12 YEARS) 30% IN PARENTS’ ROOM 

THE PRICE INCLUDES: 
- Tour escort/ multilingual authorized guide for the entire tour (from 1* night to the last ievening at 7th day),    
- Local guides and headsets where necessary 
- collective transfer from and to airport Palermo or A/R 
  (for who arrives in Catania until 7 p.m. has to get public bus to reach Palermo, this service is included in the price,  
  then private transfer organized by our agency)  
- Tour in Gran Turismo bus, in acocrding to the group size, from 16 to 35 seats. 
- For small groups from 2 to 7 pax, expert driver guides with a van are foreseen  
- Accommodation in comfortable country house or rural hotels in double or triple room  
- Welcome cocktail 
- 2 overnight stay in half board (beverage excluded) in Trapani area.  
- 2 overnight stay in half board (bevarge excluded) in Cammarata / Agrigento. 
- 1 overnight stay in half board (beverage excluded) in Piazza Armerina. 
- 2 overnight stay in half board (beverage excluded) in Etna/Catania area. 
- 1 typical dinner with Sicani mountains specialties. 
- City tax where foreseen 
- Professional liability insurance: Europe Assistance N °: 8401639 
 
THE PRICE NOT INCLUDES: 
- Entrance fees at archeological areas 
- Optional excursion the last day Etna-Taormina (€68,00 per person not included cableway)  
- Tips and extra 
- Anything not expressly indicated in the item "the price includes" 
 
ADDITIONAL SERVICE: 
Travel cancellation insurance upon request 
 
ENTRANCE TO MUSEUMS SUBJECT TO RECONFIRM 
- Zingaro Park € 5.00 per person 
- Monreale Cathedral and cloister € 10.00 p.p. 
- Palermo Palatine Chapel € 10.00 p.p. 
- Palermo Cathedral € 3.00 p.p. 
- Saint Rosalia Hermitage € 3.00 p.p. 
- Agrigento Valle dei Templi € 12.00 p.p. 
- Kolymbetra Gardens€ 6.00 p.p. 
- Piazza Armerina Villa Romana € 10.00 p.p. 
- Siracusa Archeological Area € 10.00 p.p. 
- Siracusa Dome€ 2.00 p.p. 
 
THE PROGRAM MAY BE SUBJECT TO VARIATIONS 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The bucolic Sicily © is a brand of Alba incoming Eurofirst Tours, via Panepinto 8    - 92022 Cammarata (AG) Italy  Tel: +39 0922 908 892  

   
It is a deliberately sustainable tour and it is one of our strong points.  
The accommodation will be in country houses, or country hotels ( maximum number 30 rooms)  with a low environmental im-
pact, but equipped as every comfort of a 3*-4* hotel with restaurnat, bar, Swimming pool etc… Also, in these structures are 
coltived and utilised fruit and vegetbles products that belong to the hotel owners, guaranteeing the highest quality to the con-
sumers.  

i Departure date:       
April            04  11  25 
                              
May             02  09  16  23  
                              
June            01  08  15  22 
                              
September  07  14  21  28 



 

The Albaincoming - Eurofirst Tours agency of Carmelo Albanese provides access to the printing and cancellation service of your  
reservations in full compliance with the regulations on the protection of personal data and, in particular, the provisions of the Privacy 
Code (Legislative Decree no. 196/2003). 
 The data you provide to access your reservation (reservation ID, tax number and / or date of birth) will be used exclusively to allow you 
access to the reprint and cancellation services. 
Your data will be processed in such a way as to guarantee maximum security through the use of secure communication protocols and 
techniques to avoid the possible acquisition of the information contained in the booking form. You can in any time exercise the rights 
referred to in art. 7 of the aforementioned Legislative Decree no. 196/2003, in particular: 
- know the origin of personal data, the purposes and methods of treatment;  
- obtain updating, rectification or integration of data; 
- obtain cancellation, transformation into anonymous form and blocking of data processed in violation of the law; 
- to object in whole or in part, for legitimate reasons, to the processing of data concerning you, even if pertinent to the purpose of the 
collection. 
 
The Data Controller is the individual Albaincoming - Eurofirst Tours of Carmelo Albanese; CUP 2000 acts as 
External manager of the treatment pursuant to Art. 29 of the Code 
. 

REQUEST FORM 
( PRINT AND SEND  VIA EMAIL TO BOOKING@ALBAINCOMING.EU) 

Name  Surname  Birth date        \         \               

City \ Postcode\ Address                                                \                      \               

Name\ Surname \ Business Name                                              \                      \               

INVOICING [Indicate the data for the invoice header 

Telephone  Mobile  Email  

VAT number  Tax code number  

YOUR TOUR [See departure date schedule 

Accommodation Twin Arrival date         \         \               Triple Single Double 

Special request Indicate probable food intolerance or any other request  

Data of tour leader 1 Indicate personal data social security number 

Data tour leader 2 Indicate personal data social security number 

PAYMENT METHOD [Put a cross on the required type] 

Type Bank transfer Credit card Paypal 

   Signature \ Stamp\ Date 

 
 

________________________________ 

Additional insurance SI NO 

Other 

 
 
 
 
 

INFORMATION ON DATA PROCESSING 



1) INTRODUCTION, CONCEPT OF TOURIST PACKAGE 
Pursuant to art. 2, n. 1 legislative decree n. 111 of 17.3.95 for the implementation of Directive 
90/314 / EEC: The package deals with travel, holidays and "all-inclusive circuits", resulting from 
the pre-established combination of at least two of the following elements, sold or offered in sale 
at a flat rate, with a duration of more than 24 hours; 
extending over a period of time including at least one night: 
a) trasportation  
b) accommodation, 
c) tourist services not ancillary to transport or accommodation (omitted) .... which constitute a 
significant part of the "tourist package". 
2) FIELD OF APPLICATION 
The contract referred to in the programs published here, concerning the offer of a tourist packa-
ge, is understood to be governed, as well as by the present general conditions, also by the 
clauses indicated 
in the documentation of the journey delivered to the consumer. This contract, whether it con-
cerns services to be supplied in national territory or abroad, will also be governed by law. 
27.12.1977 n. 1084 ratification and execution of the International Convention relating to the 
travel contract (CCV) signed in Brussels on 23.4.1970, as well as the aforementioned Legislati-
ve Decree 111/95. 
3) BOOKINGS 
The reservation request must be written on a specific form, completed in its entirety and signed 
by the customer. Acceptance of bookings is subject to availability 
of places and it is considered perfected, with consequent conclusion of the contract, only at the 
moment of written confirmation by the Organizer. This confirmation will be given by the Organi-
zer 
directly or through the travel agencies selling, in possession of a regular license, provided that 
they are provided with assent issued in writing from time to time by the Organizer. This does not 
imply the negotiation of tourist packages outside the business premises. The indications relating 
to the tourist package not contained in the contractual documents, or in the brochures or other 
means of communication, will be provided by the organizer, in regular fulfillment of the obliga-
tions provided for by the Legislative Decree. 111/95 in good time before the start of the journey. 
4) PAYMENT 
At the time of booking must be paid a deposit equal to 30% of the participation fee and the 
entire registration fee for the trip. The balance must be paid 30 days before departure. For 
entries made within 30 days prior to the date of departure, the full amount must be paid at the 
time of registration. Failure to make payments above at the established dates constitutes an 
express termination clause of the contract, such as to determine the termination of the right, 
without prejudice to compensation for any further damage suffered 
5) CHANGES OF THE TOURIST PACKAGE 
The prices indicated in the contract can be modified up to 20 days before the date set for depar-
ture and only following changes in: 
- transport costs, including the cost of fuel; 
- fees and taxes on certain types of tourist services such as taxes, landing, disembarkation or 
embarkation fees in ports and airports; For these changes, reference will be made to the ex-
change rate and the cost of services in force at the date of publication of the program as repor-
ted therein: January 2009. If before the departure the organizer is forced to significantly modify 
an essential element of the contract, including the price, he is obliged to promptly inform the 
consumer. For these purposes, a price change of more than 10% is considered significant, ie 
any variation on configurable elements 
as fundamental for the use of the package of tourism considered as a whole. 
The consumer who receives a communication modifying an essential element or a price change 
exceeding 10% will have the right to withdraw from the contract, without paying anything, or 
accepting the modification, which will become part of the contract with the exact identification of 
variations and of the impact of the same on the price. The consumer must give notice of the 
decision to the organizer or seller within 2 working days from when he became aware of the 
change, which otherwise will be accepted. If after the departure the organizer can not provide 
an essential part of the services included in the contract, he must prepare alternative solutions, 
without additional cost to the consumer, and, if the services provided are of lower value than 
those envisaged, compensate him equal to this difference. 
If no alternative solution is possible, that is, the solution prepared by the organizer is rejected by 
the consumer in justified and proven reasons, the organizer will provide, without extra charge, a 
means of transport equivalent to the original one, for the return to place of departure or to a 
different place agreed, if this solution is objectively indispensable. The modifications by the 
consumer to already accepted reservations, oblige the Organizer only if and to the extent that 
they can be satisfied. In any case, the request for changes implies the charge to the consumer 
of the greater expenses incurred. 
6) WITHDRAWAL OF THE CONSUMER 
The consumer can withdraw from the contract, without paying anything, only when he is notified 
of the modification of an essential element, pursuant to the previous art. 5, paragraph 3, in 
which case, where he exercise the withdrawal, he has the right, alternatively, to take advantage 
of another package, or to be reimbursed the part of the price already paid at the time of withdra-
wal. The tourist package to which the consumer decides to take advantage must be not less 
than the amount originally planned. If the organizer or on his behalf the seller is unable to offer a 
package of an equivalent or higher amount, the consumer is entitled to be reimbursed for the 
difference. To the consumer who withdraws from the contract for cases other than those provi-
ded for in the preceding paragraphs of this article, the registration fee will be charged, if any, as 
well as a fee for the withdrawal amounts not higher than those indicated below: 
A) hotels, apartments, residences, villas and villages in hotel formula: 
– 20% of the participation fee up to 15 working days 
before departure; 
– 50% of the participation fee from 8 to 3 working days 
(except Saturday anyway) before departure; 
– 75% of the participation fee up to 3 working days 
(except Saturday anyway) before departure; 
-100% of the participation fee after these terms. 
7) NO EXECUTION 
The consumer can exercise the rights provided by the previous art. 6 paragraphs 1 and 2, even 
if before the departure, the organizer, for any reason, except for a fact of the consumer, commu-
nicate the inability to perform the services covered by the package. The organizer may cancel 
the contract when the minimum number of participants has not been reached and if this is 
brought to their attention in the period before the start of the tourist services indicated by the 
organizer. In this case, as in the hypothesis of the 
withdrawal referred to in the previous art. 6, paragraphs 1 and 2, the organizer will be required 
to reimburse only the sums received within 7 working days from the time of withdrawal or can-
cellation, excluding any further outlay. 

 TRAVEL CONDITIONS 

8) RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ORGANIZER 
The organizer is liable for damages caused to the consumer due to the total or partial non
-fulfillment of the contractually due services, whether they are carried out by him perso-
nally or by third party service providers, unless the event is derived from the fact of 
consumer (including initiatives taken independently by the latter in 
course of the execution of the tourist services) or from the one outside the provision of 
the services provided in the contract, by chance, force majeure, or circumstances that the 
organizer could not reasonably foresee or solve according to professional diligence. 
9)LIMITS OF COMPENSATION 
The compensation due by the organizer can not in any case be higher than the compen-
sation indemnities provided for by the international conventions with reference to the 
services whose non-fulfillment determined the responsibility, both on a contractual and 
non-contractual basis: namely the 1929 Warsaw Convention on Transportation internatio-
nal aircraft in the modified text at The Hague in 1955; the Bern Convention (CIV) on rail 
transport; the Paris Convention of 1962 on the responsibility of hoteliers, in the text 
referred to in Articles 1783 and following c.c .; the 1970 Brussels Convention (CCV) on 
the organizer's responsibility. In any case the compensation limit for damages other than 
those to the person can not exceed the amount of "5,000 Germinal gold Francs for any 
other damage" provided for by art. 13 nº 2 CCV. 
10) OBLIGATION OF ASSISTANCE 
The organizer is obliged to provide the measures of assistance to the consumer imposed 
by the criterion of professional diligence exclusively in reference to the obligations borne 
by law or contract. The organizer is not liable to the consumer for non-fulfillment by the 
seller of the obligations of the latter. 
11) COMPLAINTS AND DENUNCIATIONS 
The consumer, under penalty of forfeiture, must denounce in writing, in the form of a 
complaint, to the organizer, the discrepancies and defects of the tourist package, as well 
as the defaults in his organization or realization, at the time of their occurrence or, if not 
immediately recognizable, within 10 days from the date of the expected return to the 
place of departure. If the complaints are presented at the place of performance of the 
tourist services, the organizer must provide the consumer with the assistance required by 
the previous art. 13 in order to seek a prompt and equitable solution. Likewise, the orga-
nizer will have to provide, even in the case of a complaint presented at the end of the 
services, guaranteeing in any case a prompt response to consumer requests. 
12) INSURANCE AGAINST THE CANCELLATION AND YEAR EXPENSES 
REPATRIATION 
If not expressly included in the price, before departure it is possible, and indeed advi-
sable, to stipulate special insurance policies at the offices of the organizer or of the seller. 
against expenses resulting from the cancellation of the package, accidents and baggage. 
It will also be possible to stipulate an assistance contract covering the repatriation costs 
in case of accidents and illnesses. 
13) GUARANTEE FUND 
The establishment of a National Guarantee Fund at the Presidency of the Council of 
Ministers is envisaged, to which the consumer may apply, pursuant to art. 21 Legislative 
Decree 111/95, in the event of insolvency or bankruptcy of the seller or the organizer, for 
the protection of the following requirements: 
a) reimbursement of the price paid; 
b) his repatriation in the case of travel abroad. The fund must also provide immediate 
economic availability in case of forced return of tourists from non-EU countries on the 
occasion of emergencies attributable or not to the organizer's behavior. The methods of 
intervention of the Fund are established by decree of the President of the Council of 
Ministers pursuant to art. 21 n. 5 decr. legisl. n. 111/95. 
ADDENDUM 
General conditions of contract of sale of the single tourist services 
A) REGULATORY PROVISIONS 
Contracts relating to the offer of only the transport service, of stay, or any other separate 
tourist service, can not be configured as a specific negotiation 
travel organization or tourist package, are governed by the following provisions of the 
CCV: art. 1, n. 3 and n. 6; Articles. from 17 to 23; Articles. 24 to 31, with regard to foreca-
sts other than those relating to the organization contract. 
B) OBLIGATORY COMMUNICATION 
Mandatory communication pursuant to art. 16 of Law 269/98: the Italian law punishes 
with imprisonment the crimes related to prostitution and child pornography, even if they 
are committed abroad. 
TECHNICAL ORGANIZATION: 
albaincoming \ Eurofirst Tours by Carmelo Albanese 
Via Panepinto 8, I – 92022 Cammarata \AG (ITALIA) 
Authoritation: Sicily Region Tourism Department N° 2303 
Registration Chamber of Commerce of Agrigento N° 178240 
Guarantee Fund: Confeserfidi Consortile a.r.l.prot.: 30763 17.01.2018  
Professional liability insurance: 
Europ Assistanz N°: 9309178  
Vat number: 02075400842 
Tax code number. : LBNCML55R25B486A 
 


